
 

NASA sees a weaker Tropical Storm Marie
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This image of Tropical Storm Marie was captured by NOAA's GOES-West
satellite on Aug. 28 at 11 a.m. EDT and showed the strongest storms were south
of the center. Credit: NASA/NOAA GOES Project

When NOAA's GOES-West satellite captured an image of what is now
Tropical Storm Marie, weakened from hurricane status on August 28,
the strongest thunderstorms were located in the southern quadrant of the
storm.

NOAA's GOES-West satellite captured an image of Marie on August 28
at 11 a.m. EDT. Bands of thunderstorms circled the storm especially to
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the north. The National Hurricane Center noted that Marie has continued
to produce a small area of convection (rising air that forms the
thunderstorms that make up Marie) south and east of the center during
some hours on the morning of August 28. The GOES image was created
by the NASA/NOAA GOES Project at NASA's Goddard Space Flight
Center in Greenbelt, Maryland.

Infrared data, such as that from the Atmospheric Infrared Sounder
instrument aboard NASA's Aqua satellite showed that cloud tops had
warmed. Warming cloud tops means that the strength in the uplift of air
(that pushes cloud tops higher into the colder levels of the atmosphere)
has weakened, and clouds are not getting as high as they did before. The
higher the thunderstorms, the stronger they usually are, but Marie's are
dropping in height.

Marie is not able to generate strong thunderstorms because it has moved
over cooler waters. Sea surface temperatures of at least 80 F (26.6 C) are
needed to maintain a hurricane's strength. Marie is in waters as cool as
22C (71.6F).

At 11 a.m. EDT (1500 UTC) Marie's maximum sustained winds were
down to 45 mph (75 kph) and weakening. Marie was centered near
latitude 25.4 north and longitude 128.9 west, about 865 miles (1,395 km)
west of Punta Eugenia, Mexico. Marie is moving northwest at 15 mph
(24 kph).

The NHC expects Marie should become post-tropical by tonight, August
28. Meanwhile Marie continues kicking up rough surf. Large southerly
swells affecting much of the west coast of the Baja California peninsula
and the coast of southern California will gradually subside through
Friday, August 29. These swells could still produce life-threatening surf
and rip currents, as well as minor coastal flooding around the time of
high tide.
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https://phys.org/tags/cloud+tops/
https://phys.org/tags/thunderstorms/
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